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Sew Notes
When we premiered our newsletter last quarter, we had no idea that COVID19 would upset our lives so completely and for so long. All of us here at Pine
Ridge know family or friends whose lives have been impacted by this
menacing virus. We pray that during this time, you and your family have
weathered this storm and are looking forward to brighter days.
We have practiced our ‘sew’-cial distancing over these past few months to
use our time and talents for others. A special “Thank You” goes out to our
customers who made and donated over 250 masks to University Hospitals –
Geauga Medical Center. We’ve also used this time to brush up on our
training, experiment with Bernina accessories and try out new techniques
and projects which we hope to offer to you soon.
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In this issue check out our latest class offerings, a new feature, Bernina Bling,
where we will highlight different sewing, embroidery and quilting accessories,
and some of the basics needed for machine embroidery projects.
Stop in and experience our large selection of Bernina machines and
accessories including custom crafted sewing cabinets. Be sure to check out
our spectacular summer savings Swissmas in July and
special deals during
September’s National
Sewing Month. You’ll be
Sew Happy you did!

The right tools make all the difference!
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Classes
Since all of our previously scheduled classes have been postponed, here is your opportunity to sign up again.
We’re leaving the dates open for now, but if you’re interested just call and reserve your spot before June 15. We’ll
determine a date and time convenient to class participants in accordance to state guidelines.

Hello Spring!

Embroidered Pillow

(or summer or fall….)

Instructor: Debbie McNany
Welcome the season into your home by adding a dimensional
embroidered pillow. The embroidered pillow features 3D organza
leaves and flowers and includes a watering can appliqué that you
can customize with your built-in lettering. Finish off your pillow
with an invisible zipper. Have fun playing with color and texture
while making your very own pillow coordinated for your home. A
material list will be provided upon registration – specialty fabrics
provided.

Cost: $30
Class size limited to 8 people.

Hooded Towel
Instructor: Debbie McNany
Cuddly fun for bath or sun.
What’s better for bath time — or trips to the beach — than a cuddly
hooded towel embroidered and appliquéd with a fun design? Choose
the size by bringing your own towel so your loved ones can really
wrap up and go from wet and cold to dry and cozy in nothing flat!
Several design choices will be offered.
Learn techniques to embroider on nappy fabrics such as fleece and
toweling. A material list will be provided upon registration.

Cost: $30
Class size limited to 8 people.
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Classes continued
In the Hoop Card Case
Instructor: Debbie McNany
Projects assembled in the embroidery hoop are popular; fun and finished in
one session! If you haven’t tried stitching a project in the hoop, this gift card
case is a perfect place to start. Are you a seasoned ITH embroiderer? Join us to
see how using specialty materials such as embroidery cork or vinyl will add a
unique texture to your embroidery project.

Cost: $30 includes pattern and materials
Class size limited to 8 people.

Quilting in the Hoop
Instructor: Debbie McNany
Yes, you can use your home embroidery machine to quilt large and small
projects—it is ABSOLUTELY possible! Join us to piece a potholder using a fast,
simple, and foolproof method and then quilt it using your embroidery module
and built in designs.

Cost: $35 includes pattern and materials
Class size limited to 8 people.

New to the Bernina family…
Or just want to brush up on your sewing, embroidery, or software skills? We offer individual and small group
classes to help you get the most out of your Bernina investment. See us for details. Quilting classes coming soon.

September is National Sewing Month
See us for savings on selected sewing machines, presser feet, and embroidery hoops
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Bernina Bling
Accessories that Work
The edgestitch foot—or more specifically, BERNINA Edgestitch Foot
#10/#10C/#10D—is one of my favorite feet. I’m a jack-of-all-trades
sewer; a craft/quilt/garment/accessory/home decor stitcher, and I use
this foot on nearly everything I make! (I’m really kind of in love with it…)
Here are just a few of ways I use this handy little attachment.
#10C made mask making a breeze!!

1. to the right length.

1. Edgestitching (of course). Not just for stitching scant-eighths or
1/16″ from an edge, but on fine fabrics I can move the needle
position just one click to the left or right and stitch just a few
threads from the edge. Try doing that with a regular presser foot
without falling off the edge!
2. Topstitching. As with edgestitching, I can adjust the distance from
the edge to the stitching in single needle position increments.
Perfectly placed stitching, every time.

Swissmass in July

July 24 – August 18

Gifts with Purchase Event

3. Understitching. Great for garment sewing - you can even add
understitching to purchased garments to improve the way the
edges or facings lie.
4. Stitching-in-the-ditch. Especially useful for quilting and attaching
binding if you don’t have a walking foot with a center guide. Perfect
every time!
5. Attaching trims. Ribbon, lace, webbing, elastic – just about anything
with a straight edge.
6. Joining trims. Place two strips of ribbon or lace side by side, one on
each side of the center guide of the foot, and stitch together with a
zigzag or decorative stitch to make a wide trim. Or keep joining to
make a panel for covering a pillow or cutting a pattern piece. Can
also be used to joined folded or finished edges. This is a supersimple way to add lace edging to an existing garment.
7. Tiny hems. Fold the hem under just a smidge below the marked
hemline, press, then stitch close to the edge. Trim away the excess
fabric. Turn the edge under again – like a miniscule double hem
– and stitch again. Done!
And many more… Check out the Bernina Big Book of Feet and online videos
from Bernina to see many more of the wonderful things an edgestitch foot
can do!

Enjoy a refreshing blast of winter savings in the
middle of summer with our Swissmas in July
sale! That’s right, get festive deals and steals
on some of our most popular machines RIGHT
NOW. And because it’s the summertime season
of giving, all machines come with a special gift
with purchase from BERNINA. Don’t wait, check
out the deals at Pine Ridge before they’re gone!
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Embroidery Basics
If you are just getting started in machine embroidery, check out this “must have” list, including of course your embroidery
machine and the hoop(s) that came with it!
1. Stabilizer
You should have at least one cut-away, one tear-away, and one wash-away stabilizer, plus a water-soluble topping.
The topping is used over napped fabrics including fleece and items like towels to keep the stitches from sinking into
the fabric pile. There is a HUGE difference in the appearance of designs stitched with or without!
2. Needles
• Organ Embroidery Needles are my favorite – most often a size 75/11. An embroidery
needle’s eye is one size larger than the shaft of a needle, i.e. a size 80 embroidery needle
has an eye the same size as a regular size 90 needle. That extra room keeps the thread
from fraying when you are embroidering at such high speeds.
• Choose the needle size according to the type of fabric you are embroidering on, just as you
would for regular sewing. The lighter the fabric, the smaller the needle. The heavier the
fabric, the larger the needle.
• Use a regular needle for wovens. Choose a ballpoint needle for knits.
• Titanium needles cost more, but last 5 times longer. They also help to repel the gumminess
that can appear on needles when using sticky-backed stabilizer.
3. Embroidery Thread
• Embroidery thread is typically a 40 wt thread. This is a thicker thread than regular sewing thread and gives more
coverage.
• There are many embroidery threads on the market. Pine Ridge carries Isacord
Polyester Embroidery Thread. It comes in lots of colors and is a trilobal thread – a
term that means the strands of thread have three sides. That gives the thread more
reflective surfaces so the thread shines almost as well as rayon. It’s good for use on
things that must be laundered often, or for things that will need bleaching, because
the thread color will not fade.
• Rayon thread has a very high shine and is very beautiful. But expect more thread
breakage during the embroidery process. Rayon thread is not as durable and is not
bleach resistant.
4. Bobbin Thread
• The bobbin thread should be a lighter weight (usually 60 wt) than the thread in the needle. This is what helps to
pull the needle thread to the back of the fabric and makes the top look smooth and pretty.
• The bobbin thread does not have to be the same
color as the top thread since it generally does not
show. Most people use white bobbin thread, but it is
good to have a black bobbin thread on hand for use
when you are embroidering on dark fabric. Use
matching bobbin thread for freestanding lace or
projects like coasters that have exposed edges.
5. Small scissors or snips
• Small scissors or snips, especially with curved tips, will
help you clip those thread tails closely and are
invaluable for trimming machine applique.
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